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THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF TEST AND
THE CLAUSE 11 TEST:

Preface. … “When called into actual Service of the United States, the
President shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the
United States, and of the Militia of the several States.” Article II,
Section 2, Clause 1 of the proposed Constitution for the proposed United
States.
I.
The following Two TESTS are Established to Provide A Clear
Legal Lens Through Which To Look In Order To Understand The
Lawless Acts of an Alleged Congress – NOT “Out of Control,” For The
Alleged Congress Has Never Yet Been IN Control;
II. The Suppression Of Mr. Founder James Madison’s Knowledge
About The “NO MATERIAL DEFECT” (No Imperfection) Reality of
the Proposed Constitution And His Inability To Tell Any of the “Other”
Alleged Founders About Just How Powerful The Proposed Constitution
Actually Was – And Is – TOOK CARE OF THAT! – Bringing the
Alleged Congress IN Control;
III. For Which Cause, The War Mongering alleged Founders, or
False Founders (NOT to be confused with those True Founders whose
hearts supported Truth, Freedom, and Common Law Justice For All), of
the Proposed United States-Nation Engaged This Sadly Betrayed
Hoped-For Nation In A Hopeless Charade That Could Never Lead To
Peace, But Continued Its Blood Stained Future Down a Lawless Road
Toward Its Own Eventual Destruction and Damnation (Or End of
Progress).
IV. Sadly, With Great Remorse, We Find On The Pages That Follow,
That Knowledge That Informs Us Of Just How No Proclaimed Creator
Of This World Could Ever [Have] “Smile[d] On Us” - IF He Ever Did
So - Again.
V.

The Clause 15 Test Extends To Here, To These TESTS As Well.
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VI. Regarding How The Clause 15 TEST Applies To The alleged
President Of The alleged United States Central Government, the
Concern For Collateral Attack By The Proposed United States Central
Government Against The Governments – And The People In Support
Thereof – Of The Several proposed States, Haunts Us, For We See
Within It The Ever-Pointing Finger That Points To Us, Tapping Us
Soundly On Our Chest-bone, Pointing Again To Our Faces, And A
Voice Heard From Round About, Penetrating Each of Us, Saying,
“Murderers!” “YOU Murderers, YOU!”
VII. AND IT POINTS To Each of Us, And Convicts Us, For We Are
Those Murderers Who Have Let All Of This Happen, That We Have
Believed a Lie – In Order To Sustain The UnLawfulness – Of An
Alleged Congress, Never “In Control” From Its Very First Day, An
Alleged President, The First of Whom Was Badly Betrayed, Which –
Alleged – Presidents Thereafter, Even If Unknowingly, Betrayed These
Peoples and Their Governments, AGAIN And AGAIN.
VIII. AND IT POINTS To United States Judges, Some Proposed for
their Valor In Truth, Most ALLEGED, A Very Few Being Basically
Incorrupt, But More of Them Than Not - Being So Corrupted For The
Sake of Vainglory, Betraying Their Trust With Each Allowance of
Tyranny To Reign, Not Adhering Strictly To The Words, Their Orders,
of the Proposed Constitution Itself, But Turning Its Lofty Pages Into
Rubber, or Else Elastic, That It May Be Stretched This Way and That
Way, With Every Act of “Policy,” That Vile Anarchy of Putrid
Monarchies, Too Spoiled To Their Own Self-Serving Ends To Give The
Human Race, The Simple People Themselves, Frank Expressions of Its
Meaning, Without Guile, and Without The Wicked Guile of Those That
Came Before Them, Subjecting This Proposed Nation Onto A Course
That Now Leads Us To Its Potential Bitter End.
IX. Such Is What This TEST, Exhibited Before The Nations Of The
World, Reveals To Us, That We May Know That It Was No Accident
That Has Lead Us This Far, Down To The Road of “NOT Peace,” Down
To The Road of “NEVER Peace,” Or of Happiness, Where Weeping and
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Wailing For Our Dead and Dying Children, Fighting On Foreign
Battlefields, Is Too Oft’ Heard, When They Should Have Been, …
Should Be, … Fighting On – No Battlefield At all.
X. THIS TEST NOW BEGINS. BUT WHEN IT WILL END IS,
BY THE ULTIMATE TRUTH OF IT, YET TO BE DETERMINED.
[I] We the People, have been greatly Mislead to believe, in these
more recent years, that the President also becomes the Commander in
Chief at the exact same moment that the same is sworn to be President –
of the United States.
[II] We the People, have been greatly Mislead to believe that the
President, even if there is no Declared War at all, if not at the exact
moment of his “swearing in,” will become the Commander in Chief at
some time during his term in office.
[III] We the People, have been greatly Mislead to believe that the
President, with no involvement of the Congress in its own limitation to
Declare War (not pass a permanent law therefor), and thus not having
been “called into actual Service” as “Commander in Chief,” can Declare
his own War, by declaring or calling it his own “Police Action,” or his
own Military Action, or whatever other like verbiage thereto, against
whatever country he may choose.
[IV] We the People, have been greatly Mislead to believe that the
President, as though “Commander in Chief,” even though not having
been “called into actual Service,” has the authority to command naval
personnel, anything from an E 1 Seaman to a Fleet Admiral.
[V] We the People, have been badly Mislead to believe that
between the Congress and the President, even for the purposes of
waging a War, we have the right, any right, to exist as a real nation –
headquartered or fighting on foreign shores, or within the boundaries of
foreign lands – in places that are not actually any of the Several States of
the proposed United States-nation itself.
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[VI] We the People, have been tragically Mislead to believe that,
having any right for treaty involving “foreign countries,” or “foreign
states,” giving rise to the concept of “foreign policy,” means that we
have the right, as a government – not as independent free people in
commerce only, to actually be in other countries, even under the pretext
of “helping them out,” when such “states” or “countries” are “foreign”
in both the geographical and the legal sense, not being any State(s) as a
part of the proposed United States instead.
[VII] We the People, have been, to an awful degree, Mislead to
believe that we have the right to become, at whatever whim of policy
that we might desire to be, an Imperialistic nation, or a nation having the
right to go a conquering, pillaging, and taking lands away from other
nations by virtue of our conquering agenda, where there exists
NOTHING in our own proposed Constitution that allows us to do so.
[VIII] We the People, have been terribly Deceived into believing
that we have the RIGHT to be “over there,” wherever we have a mind to
choose to be, as long as we manage to concoct some excuse or alleged
reason to make it so, when the most basic of reasoning from the word
that the proposed Constitution for the United States, or us, or We the
People, what should be our most non-religious (not irreligious)
dominating, revered document for purposes of guiding us and leading us
to where we ought to be, ought to want to be, for the sake of peace, and
for the love of our loved ones themselves.
[IX] NONE OF THESE THINGS ARE WHAT WE OUGHT TO
BE, OR OUGHT TO WANT TO BE, AS ARE EXPOSED AND
LEGALLY REVEALED BY THESE TRUTHS THAT FOLLOW,
INSTEAD.
I. A Standing Army, in opposition to the purpose of Article
I, Section 9, Clause 12, not the use of the [federal] Militia as
provided for at Clauses 15 and 16 of said Section 8, of
Article I, and the use of a “Commander in Chief,” in
violation of The Clause 18 TEST’S constraint upon Clause
11 of Section 8, Article I, in thus further Violation of the
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Article II, Section 2, Clause 1 Mandate that the President be
“called into actual Service” before being recognized as a
“Commander In Chief” for ANY War purposes, constitutes
the same conditions as a government engaged in the levying
of War against such other governments, and thus goes
precisely to the wording contained in Article III, Section 3,
Clause 1, defining “Treason” as - the levying of War against
“them” rather than “IT.”
II. Thus, on a separate part of each of the real People’s case,
Partly connected to The Clause 15 TEST, AND TO The
Clause 18 TEST, AND TO The Article III, Section 2, Clause
3 TEST, – we find that, as a part of the charge of
Jurisdiction Fraud now waiting in the wings to be brought
forward in its own procedural time, against the office of the
alleged president of the proposed United States, a charge
against the presidential claim, and the erroneous
acknowledgment by the public at large that “it must be true,”
that he, the President, from the moment of his inauguration,
becomes the “Commander in Chief,” is to be exposed by the
same charge for Jurisdiction Fraud (which likewise takes
into account his, President’s,” acclaimed power to issue
“Executive Orders”), for we find that U.S. presidents from,
minimally, * Theodore Roosevelt to the current Barack
Obama, have exercised an utterly Non-Existent – under the
applied conditions – Power, finding further that (*see
below):
III. Failing The Clause 18 TEST, The Clause 11 TEST
“Power to declare War” specifically, not “military actions,”
not “police actions,” etc., and not having the power to “call
himself” (like not being able to try and judge oneself), the
TEST for that office that we see at Article II, Section 2,
Clause 1 reveals that the president of the proposed United
States only becomes the “commander in chief” of the army,
navy, and the Militia (and nothing else) “when called into
actual Service,” which Legal Fact renders the historical act
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by Theodore Roosevelt and the naval fleet (the Great White
Fleet – December, 1907) as a criminal extortion of the
Congress of that time, just as today, by these TESTS we find
that alleged president Barack Obama (no personal disrespect
meant by this legal disclosure) is NOT the Commander in
Chief at this time, as certain older Generals have indicated in
their own words, “the notion that the president is at all times
commander in chief is a relatively new idea,” gives credence
to each plaintiff party’s, being joined hereto, of the charge
that the United States central government as a whole is being
sued for its Jurisdiction Fraud, and certain elements for its
Seeded Treason, and that this is not about judges alone
being sued for being unwittingly subjected to Tyranny in this
case.
IV. Continued as an ILLEGAL Presidential Practice by
alleged President Harry S. Truman in his commencing the
Illegal “U.S.” Invasion of North Korea in 1950, being done
without being “Called Into Actual Service” – by the
Congress and thus without its required official permission,
demonstrates the Utter Legal Wickedness (for unlawful,
illegal wars are always utterly wicked) of the Abuse of
Process by Denial of Constitutional Process, Fraudulent Use
of Alleged Power and Authority Not Granted, which use of
such Not Granted Power and Authority, under a claim of
supporting “human rights” (as “to save the South Koreans
from the Communist North Koreans”) represents the Same
Slipshod Practices of the alleged Congress of March 4, 1789
in its accepting the illegal directions from the Continental
Congress (see The Nation That Never Was Exhibited
Expose), brought about by the Unlawful Second Session
of September 17, 1787, whose -“by the seat of their pants”recklessness has cost the trusting People provided for in the
proposed Constitution’s Preamble their rightful legacy to an
impure history, the saving of which will be difficult and
dangerous at the very least, if it is to be saved at all.
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V. Showing, once again, that this TEST reaches to far
greater levels than just addressing the Jurisdiction Fraud of
1789 as well as the vile resulting act of 1944, encoded into
alleged “U.S.” law on January 1, 1945, the date of Seeded
Treason, to be regarded as yet another day in infamy, but by
acts by alleged presidents which have placed our States
Militias – not even in The Clause 15 TEST capacity of being
made part of the Militia of Title 10, U.S. Code, Section 311,
and also not for the purpose for which The Clause 11 TEST
army was to be established as taken from parts of those State
Militias – into foreign Nation-states where the Constrained
Powers of the Militia cannot be, and are not, employed – to
be able to “suppress insurrections and repel invasions,” being
Defense Powers and NOT Imperial Offense Powers at all.
XI. THE “GREAT WHITE FLEET” “COMMANDER IN CHIEF”
BULLY & EXTORTION CORRUPTION.
1.
NOT BEING “CALLED” INTO “ACTUAL SERVICE” IN
ORDER TO BE CONSTITUTIONALLY RECOGNIZED AS “the
Commander in Chief,” Having NO Authority – as an Actual
Commander In Chief – to order even an E1 of any military force,
including the Clause 13 Navy, But, So as To Show Japan the alleged
United States central government’s Naval Military Power, or “Muscle,”
to show Japan that the US Navy could shift from the Atlantic to the
Pacific – for Invasion Attack Purposes – At Any Time, alleged president
Theodore Roosevelt ordered the “Great White Fleet” to sail around the
world;
2. Threatening the Congress that he could, and perhaps would,
leave the entire naval fleet on the other side of the world if the Congress
did not go along with his plan, constituting, thus, an Illegal Act of
Extortion, of Power Fraud, and of Contempt of Constitution of the
Highest Order, The Not-Great Bully of the Twentieth Century, “Bully”
T. Roosevelt, paved the way for other alleged Presidents to follow suit
and do likewise, “justifying” the extension of “U.S. standing armies” to
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other parts of the world under the Guise (or Lie or Deception or Fraud)
of Lawful Treaties (see The Treaties TEST within The Republican Form
of Government TEST), which “standing” “armies,” being made –
routinely – to ingress, or enter, into foreign nations to stand and
encroach upon the same therein, became the “United States” bully
armies of Bully Theodore Roosevelt (hereafter referred to as the
Roosevelt-Bully Armies or else the U.S. Bully Armies of the world),
which Act of Extortion, as both a matter of fact and a matter of law,
inclusive of the Common Law, was prosecutable for the actual Crime
that it was, irrespective of the fact that it was not done so under the
excuse of “political nobility,” such as that also existing as Contempt of
Constitution, even though against an alleged president of the proposed
United States.
3.
Bullies, especially Bully [alleged] Presidents, often get their
way, irrespective of either right or truth to do so, because of the great
and expansive lack of knowledge of the actual interactions, powers, and
controls, of the proposed United States Constitution, such as were taken
to the grave of Mr. Founder James Madison, not the least of which is
The Clause 18 TEST; The Article III, Section 2, Clause 3 TEST; The
Clause 15 TEST; The Republican Form of Government TEST
(containing The Treaties TEST therein); and this, these TESTS, being
The Commander In Chief TEST , inclusive of The Clause 11 TEST
herewith.
4.
Incorporating any authority that the alleged Congress could
have under Clause 11 of Section 8, Article I, by way of its use of Clause
12 of Section 8, Article I, since it would be necessary to make up the
“army” by way of the induction of members of “the Militia” as provided
for at Clause 15 of Section 8, Article I, which “the Militia” was and is to
be made up of members of States’ Militias as provided for at Clause 16
of Section 8, Article I, we find that even the “army” provided for at said
Clause 12, in its ultimate power to wage a war, must rely upon the
powers contained in Clause 15 of Section 8, Article I as to its own
ability of power granted it to do so.
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XII. IMPERIALISTIC WAR POWERS / THE CLAUSE 11 TEST.
[I] To illustrate the inherent Constraints imposed upon the
Congress by Clause 11, of Section 8, Article I, let us suppose that the
Constitution, as it was willed to be empowered by the proposed
Constitution’s Framers, granted the Congress the Power to establish an
army – of girl scouts, and the Power of such army was and is to bake
cookies. In the event that the Congress, having the Power granted it to
make War, did so, question; – upon what form of “military” power
would it thus be empowered to make War with? The answer, as
foolish or unintelligent as it might sound, would be to hold a “cookie
bakeoff,” and let the most or the best assortment of cookies be
proclaimed the winner of the War!
[II] This analogy is not provided to create a claim for jest or
humor, for WAR is too horrible and vicious a series of tragedies for that,
but to help the courts, the people, and their governments, to come to
understand the true limitations that the Constitution placed upon its
central government in its usage of the Clause 11 Power to declare War,
limited to the kind of Power for military operations that we see
specifically at Clause 15, of Article I, Section 8, and not otherwise.
[III]In confirming this analogy as being sound in its perception,
the question must be asked, and the answer given; Question: Does it,
Clause 11, rely, necessarily, upon the kind of Power that its prescribed
Clause 12 army, which derives its own being from being established
from among those people of the States which make up “the [federal]
Militia,” derived from the States’ Militias to begin with, has for the
purpose of making war?
[IV] The Answer to this would be in the affirmative. The
Congress must look to the kind of military Power that it has been given
in order to determine upon what basis it might declare any War. In
doing so, it is found, and must be found, that the only Two (2) Powers
that were actually, visibly, given or granted, were, and are, for defending
against Insurrections and Invasions. Neither of these Two (2) Powers
are IMPERIALISTIC in their nature.
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[V] We find further that a propensity of commit Imperialistic
War(s) on the high Seas was not granted the Congress, not even by the
use of the Clause 13 Navy, for its own ability to do so, in order to
successfully penetrate any land or nation with its forces, would
necessarily rely upon the “United States Marine Corp,” but that
consideration FAILS Also, altogether, in the face of certain required
TESTS, as we find out the following:
1.. As we examine Clause 13 of Section 8, in regards to the granting
Power to establish a United States Navy, we find that, except for
protecting all of our ships of peace from attacks upon the waters,
the Navy was not particularly designed to take alleged War efforts
into other nations, or that is, past their shorelines. In order to do
any such thing, it would require an ocean to internal land assault
force, such as might be represented by a “Marine Corp.”
1I.. On September 17, 1787, the date that the Constitution for the
United States was proposed for the Union of the Several States,
NO “Marine Corp” existed, either within the provisions of the
said Constitution itself, or as a matter of fact, or as ipso facto, on
behalf of any of the Several States themselves. The Clause 18
TEST is to be applied from this point forward.
1II.. The Continental Marines were the Marine force of the
American Colonies during American Revolutionary War. The
“corps” was formed by the Continental Congress on November 10,
1775 and was officially disbanded in 1783, four (4) years before
the New Government of the proposed United States, under its
proposed Constitution, was to be formed. The “Continental
Marines” mission was multi-purpose, but their most important
duty was to serve as on-board security forces, protecting the
Captain of a ship and his officers. During naval engagements
Marine sharpshooters were stationed in the fighting tops of the
ships' masts, and were supposed to shoot the opponent's officers,
naval gunners, and helmsmen. This was not a ship to internal land
assault military power, but ship’s personnel defense power only.
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1V.. The Marines were used (to Protect the Captain, and other
Sailor-Officers in accompaniment thereto, in their, Sailors,
engagement) to conduct (sea-port limited) amphibious landings
and raids during the American Revolution.
V.. The United States central government’s FRAUD of
establishing a military power that was NOT Included in Article II,
Section 2, Clause 1 itself on September 17, 1787, under the false
claim of “reestablishing,” was effectuated by the use of Clever
Wording in its alleged “federal law,” by its Claim that:
“Thus in *1798 the US Marine Corp was officially
launched.” … and
“On July 11, 1798 the US Marine Corp was ‘reinstated.’”
*(# 1) NOT in “1787” when the proposed Constitution
provided for the Only 3 (three) forms of military existence
that was to be considered as Legal, the Navy – ONLY; the
Temporary or Not Permanent Army - its members being from
the different State Militias – but able to serve outside of their
home States, in another [new] State of the Several States
needing Temporary Protection for up to 2 years; and the
Militia, made up of the different State Militias.
*(# 2) Thus, while members of a State Militia, being trained
to defend their own State’s local State-areas only, not the
areas of another State not known to them, coming, as the
[federal] Militia, under the authority of the called upon
Commander In Chief, NOT the “President,” to be ordered to
act in unison with the defense strategies engaged in by State
Militias’ parts, serving within the [federal] Militia, the
members of a State’s Militia, when inducted into the
(temporary, or 2-year) Army, could be, upon their induction,
trained for other States and ordered into them, in order to
provide increased militia/ militia strength in such other
States’ areas in need of them, for Defensive War Purposes
ONLY, Not perceived to be likely to last beyond a 2 year
period of time, until the insurrection be suppressed or the
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invasion be repelled, returning the Temporary Soldiers to
their home States, from which they were Temporarily Taken.
*(# 3) Such as this was, and is, the actual purpose of the use
of the word “Armies” at Clause 12, Section 8, Article I, and
“Army” at Article II, Section 2, Clause 1, and its relationship
to “the [“federal”] Militia” of Clause 15, Section 8, Article I
and the aforementioned Clause 1 of Section 2, Article II, was
given No more power or authority to engage in any
“imperialistic” or war-aggression acts than was the Militia
itself, as seen at Clause 15 of Section 8, Article I, and as
revealed as to Its, Militia’s, Purpose by The Clause 15 TEST
itself.
V 1.. Under contract law, inclusive of Sovereign Contract Law,
there is no such thing as saying, after the Contract has been signed
or ratified, requiring a ¾ majority of those Powers represented
thereby to approve a proposed change of it, “Oops, we forgot to
include this or that. Let us do it now, outside of all obligatory
procedures of Due Process to do so, because ‘we forgot,’ but it’s
what we want now, so let’s just do it/claim it to be the way we
want it to be from here on out.” Such conduct most, if not all,
courts of law would abolish as spurious and illegal - without
blinking.
V I1.. NO ‘CLAUSE 18 TEST POWER, or Any Other
INCLUDED TEST POWER IN THE PROPOSED
CONSTITUTION, has ever Existed to allow the United States
Congress to “reinstate,” as it were, any military force that:
{1} Was Officially Disbanded 4 Years before the
proposed United States-nation even got PROPOSED to exist,
and even more than 4 Years before its character as though
any nation ever began to emerge;
{2} Was not Expressly Included within any of the Texts that
pertain to any existence of military Powers, either at Clauses
12 and 13 of Section 8, Article I, or at Article II, Section 2,
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Clause 1 (the word “Implied” goes to that which is
Necessary – from a grammatical standpoint ONLY);
{3} Was Designed, long after the Legal Fact (dated
September 17, 1787), to utilize an Imperialistic Power not
available to the Congress by use of its Two (2) Limited
Powers found at Clause 15, of Section 8, Article I, in order
that the United States central government might cause the
Several States to support its own agenda to Invade Foreign
Nations, as it did, therefore, Unlawfully and Illegally, in the
Mexican American War of 1846, and thereafter.
V II1.. Therefore, while it is Claimed that the U.S. Marine Corps is
the “oldest of the U.S. military services,” the Truth discovered is
that it was and is contained in No Part of either Article I, Section 8,
Clauses 12 and/or 13, and was likewise Not included as a power
of the “Commander in Chief” (but not the President) at Article II,
Section 2, Clause 1, and therefore FAILS, Altogether, not only
The Clause 18 Test, but likewise FAILS, Utterly, the particular
TEST found within said Article II, Section 2, Clause 1 itself, and
has Never been established, by way of required Constitutional
Amendment, to be made a part of the military powers for the
United States, in order that the said United States might be able to
be recognized as having any right at all to be an Imperialistic
Government, as this Exhibit proves that it is NOT, and was
NEVER meant to be.
1X.. Accordingly, we find that the ONLY Lawful Right that the
United States has, or ever had, whatsoever, to officially be in any
other country or nation in any military/unlawful war sense, is
where and when any such foreign nation has become a part of the
United States as provided for at Article IV, Section 3, Clause 1 and
as required of it by Article IV, Section 4, whereupon, having the
rights under the proposed Constitution for the United States as well
as any other State thereof, and in compliance to all requisites found
at Article I, Sections 11, 12, 13, 15, and 16, and at Article II,
Section 2, Clause 1, the United States central government would
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have all instant Rights to extend such protections unto the same, as
a lawful State of the United States, and not otherwise, except that
by so doing, it be found UnConstitutional to do so in the final
TEST for Propensity Fraud itself.
X.. This TEST to prove against the alleged Power for the United
States central government, or any of the several States in
conjunction or concert with it, to be employed as any Imperialist
Government, capable of waging Any War NOT as a result of its,
United States,’ first having been attacked by some definite means,
is also found within the Constitution’s particular wording of
Article II, Section 2, Clause 1, wherein it states that “The President
shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, and of the
Militia of the several States, when called into the actual Service of
the United States,” establishing the Truth as it pertains to another
long “gotten away with” Jurisdiction Fraud and Power Fraud by
the United States central government, the claim that the President
is made automatically the “Commander in Chief” upon the
occasion of being sworn in as President, when according to Article
II, Section 2, Clause 1 this is exactly NOT the case at all;
X 1.. Which military fact otherwise, having been recognized by
certain U.S. army generals as having been a rather more recent
idea, is reinforced by the fact, the question, of who would be
required to CALL the President to be the “Commander in Chief,”
and WHERE would that Power to Be “Called” be found, which
would not FAIL, Entirely, The Clause 18 TEST itself?
X 1I.. Since it would not be within any framework of either law or
sane logic to conclude that one may “Call himself/herself” as
though talking to oneself in doing so, we conclude, with all
reasonableness, that the Call for actual Service” must come from
the Congress alone, by the use of its own particular Power found at
Clause 11, of Section 8, Article I, to “declare War,” the expressly
granted provision for which, War, does not include, and does not
go to, “police actions, “military actions, “hostile activities,” and so
forth, nor can the Congress transfer its War declaring Power to the
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President for the same reason as aforestated, that to do so would
grant the President the Power to “talk to himself” in order to “call
[himself] into actual Service,” which act for insanity can, under no
pretext, be sustained as any matter of law.
X 1II.. Thus, irrespective of any long-erroneous mis-belief, that the
President is simply the Commander in Chief at the time of
“inauguration,” it simply being not so, the particular wording at
Article II, Section 2, Clause 1 combined with the Constraints put
upon the Congress at Clauses 11 and 15 of Section 8, Article I,
established to a conclusive presumption level or degree that the
United States central government, and no proposed State along
with it, has the right to consider itself to be an “Imperialistic
Nation” whatsoever, rendering ALL Imperialistic or Invasive acts
of War by it to be UnConstitution[al];
X IV.. Ruling out the ONLY part of the military forces of the
United States central government that – having been mis-claimed
to be a “reinstated” part of the Clause 13 Navy – has been regarded
as though a true Imperialist or First Attack type of military power,
or the De Facto United States Marine Corp, we find, conclusively,
that the Mexican American War of 1846 was an Illegally Fought
War, Entirely, however, there are yet Other fundamental reasons
that this Exhibit Exposes that proves that 1846 act(s) by the United
States central government to be an Act of Jurisdiction Fraud – as
well as Power Fraud, without dispute of the FACTS so provided,
here within this Exhibit.
XIII. 1. The Clause 15 States’ “Repel Invasions” Power Extended.
There are unique, but limited, times when the “repel[ling] of invasions”
may be extended beyond the borders of the proposed United States, but
such an extension, when necessary, even though it is said that the best
defense may, at times, be a good offense, is not in any sense to be posed
as an act of aggression for aggression’s sake.
2.
For it would be undeniably gross defense error to view an
enemy just across a river where the enemy, while not yet having fired
upon a peaceful nation and its people, was engaged in the acts of
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building and aiming bombs and other instruments of death and
destruction, it being noted that upon the face of those aimed bombs and
other war devices – aimed toward the shores of the peaceful nation –
was the inscribed name of that peaceful nation, so that it would be a
vicious pretense to hold or claim that such act(s) constituted no intent to
signal an opening attack upon the peaceful nation by the warring nation,
it only requiring time and its impending determination to do so, which
determination, once commenced, promised the potential for the blood of
the peaceful nation to be shed as a result of the pending, intended deadly
assault.
3.
Attack by Practice and Pattern. As shown in the scenario
above, there are times when it can be seen that a nation’s exercise of its
power to make war comes to exist as an Attack by Practice and Pattern,
and when that Intent of that Patterned Attack is made openly known
toward a peaceful nation, the right of that peaceful nation to shore up its
own defense, even if such defense requires that it first attack its clearly
and “telegraphed intent” intended attacker, cannot be ignored or taken
lightly.
4.
However, this recognition does not in any way contribute to
or grant a commission of blessing or authority to suddenly see in any
other country, whether a neighboring or far-off country, an excuse to
declare war as a pretext in defending itself; the vision of the one nation
must be the vision of all nations who see within each separate nation
respectively.
5.
Such a limited condition as this, not granting or endorsing an
aggression of war for the sake of aggression, was perceived to have
taken place prior to the culmination and beginning of “World War I”
when it was noted by the proposed United States, which notation when
published abroad was sustained sufficiently by the Republican States,
that the warmongering hierarchy of the German empire of that time was
determined any nation’s hapless ships that it came in close contact with,
which assuredly could have included United States ships, both naval and
civil ones carrying commerce and passengers, whose lives and blood
would have the right of protection by those same Republican States of
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the proposed United States, the same on the high seas as within the
borders of the proposed United States-nation itself.
6.
Such Intended War Attack by pattern and practice was
stipulated to by it unknowingly alleged, not without reasonable honor,
president prior to the beginning of such first Worldwide War, stating
that the world-sweeping German navy:
“made no distinction between aggressor and victim, treating both
equally as ‘belligerents’; and they [German war ships] limited the
US government's ability to aid Britain against Nazi Germany.”
7.
By which the proposed United States-nation, as an invasion
repelling extension duly, even if uniquely, coming under the scope of
The Clause 15 TEST, entered into the first Worldwide War against
Germany and its allies, in order to prevent those bombs and other
devices of war, potentially carrying its name upon them, from being
wielded against its people, forcing them, People, to defend themselves
and their homes to a degree that would not have been necessary if their
Patterned Attacker(s) were first attacked where their attacks were first
conceived, in their own lands and in their own homes, till they, the
enemy, should Willingly Attack – either openly or by Intent by Pattern
and Practice – No More.
8.
Therefore, this form of limited extended involvement in war
brings with it an irremovably embedded obligation to fully and
completely put stops, and a STOP, to every aspect of such a war the
moment, not the day, month, or year, that it has been determined by
sufficient Republican Authorities that the said war, to its most limited
degree, is over, not to be interpreted by the never-ending precept that it
is to be “finished” at the same time.
9.
That is to also say that - Outside of the matter of Direct,
Actual Attack, where no Practice and Pattern Attack either Exists or
Persists, No Right to Declare War, or to Continue It, War, Exists or
Persists either . . . !
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10. The Purpose of Direction and The Direction of Purpose of
a War. The purpose of the direction of a War, and therefore the
direction of its purpose, is that it be directed at specific offenders – Not
everywhere else. As a Republican Form of Government standard, where
that standard is inherently denied imperialism as a common cause
thereof, It Can Never Be Justified to propose that a war be used as an
excuse to maintain troops or other forces after the specific war is over,
nor can acclaimed suspicion that the defeated offender need be watched
over be maintained as the excuse to deposit or deport a nation’s troops
everywhere except where such nation’s troops belong, at home.
11. “Excuse,” Not Reason. An Excuse is a Sham, a Sham is
Lie, a Lie is a Fraud, and a Fraud Against Nations Violates the Law
of Nations that Every Nation be Respected Independently from All
Others, and Left Unharmed where there is No Apparent Affront
Committed By A Nation Against Any Other Nation.
12. These things taken into account, it becomes inevitably clear
that not only is the current or previous alleged president of the alleged
United States central government NOT the “commander in chief” at all
times, or at any time when not [actually-Clause 11] called into actual
Service, but that the deployment of troops or naval forces from within
the Several States of the proposed United States-nation, where no actual
war can be lawfully continued, IS a Complete Violation of (1) The
Clause 15 TEST; (2) The Clause 11 – Declaration [Only] of War TEST;
and (3) The Article II, Section 2, Clause 1 – Actual Call To Service
TEST, and a Contempt of Constitution to the Tyrannical Malicious
Degree (see The Article VI, Clause 2 Contempt of Constitution TEST),
All Underwritten By The Clause 18 TEST, Without Revocable
Recourse.
13. Without the Right to Declare War, or to Continue War
already Officially – AND Lawfully – Underway (the Excuse to Declare
or Continue War, or Claim to Declare a “Police Action,” or “Military
Action,” etc., being Contempt of Constitution of the Highest Degree),
there can Exist NO “Commander In Chief,” either from any proposed or
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claimed point of “outset” of any Military or Combative Action
Paralleling or Simulating War or War Conditions, or for any Purpose or
Condition that gives, even the Appearance of War as though such War,
“Lawfully” Declared, had not/has not ended.
14. Unlawfully Declared War/Unlawful War – NO Right To.
There Exists, By Anyone, NO Right, or Right of Claim of Law, to
Engage In, Operate, Perform Services For, or Promote an Unlawfully
Declared War, NOR Does There Exist, By Anyone, ANY Right to
Engage In or Continue In Any Unlawful, Patently Obvious Illegal War.
15. No President, as a President Only, whether being de jure or
de facto, has the Right to Engage In or Perform Acts of War or Acts
Supporting Any War, Anywhere in the World, NOR Is a President NOT Actually CALLED (Denying All Self-Calling or Other NonCongressional Calling as being Illegal Pretext Calling Only) Into Actual
Service - a Commander in Chief of any armed Force(s), either of any
Clause 12 Army (the [standing] Army Unlawful Practice Denied) or
Clause 13 Navy Force, or of any State or proposed United States Militia
Force, No Matter the Errant and Illegal Practices of Bully Theodore
Roosevelt and Like alleged Presidents of the Past.
16. Where a President has engaged in the UnLawful, or
UnConstitution[al] Contempt of Constitution Conduct of acting or
claiming to be a “Commander in Chief and has thereby deployed either
or both troops or naval personnel and forces – to anywhere, such troops
and naval personnel and forces are inherently mandated against such a
Public Fraud to be returned forthwith to the places wherein they had
domicile or resided before such illegal “Commander in Chief” orders
were given.
17.
This Legal and Prevailing Constitution[al] Fact is
SEALED against All Wars and against the Peace of the World –
Bygone Due to such Tyrannical Malicious Contempt of Constitution
Corruption – Forevermore.
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XIV. NOTICE UNTO ALL DE JURE NATIONS, KINGDOMS,
AND GOVERNMENTS OF THE WORLD, UNTO THE MANY
OF THEM, KNOW YE THIS:
[I] Consider Now This TESTIMONIAL as to the Same
Being TRUE, that Alleged President George Washington, By
the Evidence Adduced, KNEW, Prior to his own death, that he
had been BETRAYED In Rotten, he having “ceded” or
contributed his own plantation land in Virginia to “the Seat of
the Government,” afore-referenced to, as an actual part of the
“ten Miles square” wherein the Seat of the Government was to
have been “Clause 17” located (see the map of “Washington,
D.C.” of that time), becoming the location of “the Alexandria
County Corruption of 1800” instead, and therefore petitioned
and demanded that it be returned to him and his own estate,
which, due to the final recognition by the alleged Congress of
later times, was returned to the State of Virginia in 1846;
[II] The Alexandria County Corruption having been a
partnered part of the Washington County Corruption for the
Same Reason, to HIDE Mr. Founder James Madison’s
reference to the State County (no “federal County or
Counties” being provided for or presumed to exist) in his June
8, 1789 presentment of the Bill of Rights, the first presentment
thereof, before the alleged Congress, to COVER UP the
reference to “district” in the proposed Sixth Amendment as
being a State / State’s District ONLY, by Which 2 (two)
Counties of Alexandria and Washington it became an 1833
“Barron v. Baltimore” Pretended Possibility, or Corruption,
that the Sixth Amendment could in fact only be for the alleged
United States central government, as therefore not being for
any of the Several States at all, the said Two (2) Counties being
Insufficient to Comply with the June 8, 1789, “House of
Representatives” Record at Paragraphs 28 & 29 Description
by Mr. Founder Madison, in order to HIDE the Intentional
Jurisdiction Fraud committed by the alleged Congress, or by
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illegally acting parties thereto, of 1800, and Continued
Thereafter;
[III] The Further Purpose of Corruption and Fraud
Committed BY the alleged United States central government
being to HIDE and COVER UP the Legal Fact that the alleged
United States central government was to only have ONE (1)
Territory, as it was to be Constrained to Have by Article IV,
Section 4, Clause 3 of the proposed Constitution for the
proposed United States, the Two NAMED Counties,
aforementioned, Being So Created and Named in order to
Avoid and HIDE the Inherent Responsibility (Purpose
connected to Purpose) of Naming the Actual One Territory
Referred to and Constrained to as “the Territory,” the Naming
of Which - such as being named “the Territory of
Washington,” within which the / “such District of Columbia”
was to be located - Would have Served to Immediately Alert
ALL that neither the proposed United States-nation nor the
alleged United States central government was, without first an
Amendment to allow for same, Ever Allowed or To Be Allowed
ANY Other – Even Claim – For a Territory More Than or
Beyond the Solemn and Singular ONE, with the Certain
Ability to Stop ANY and Every Additional One that
Corruption might attempt to portray or impose upon the
People and their State Governments, ever after.
XV. NOTICE AGAIN UNTO ALL DE JURE NATIONS,
KINGDOMS, AND GOVERNMENTS OF THE WORLD, UNTO
THE MANY OF THEM, KNOW YE THIS:
[I] From alleged President George Washington to
alleged President Barak Obama, and potentially beyond if
applicable, none of them have ever, under The Article II,
Section 2, Clause 1 TEST existed as any “Commander in
Chief” of any military or militia force whatsoever EXCEPT
where the same was Called into Actual Service in that specific
capacity either under Clause 11 of Section 8, Article I, or else –
at the Actual Request of one or more of the Several States –
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under Article IV, Section 4, Or EXCEPT by way of Power
Fraud, and Corruption of Constitution, AND by Contempt of
Constitution - at the Highest Level thereof.
[II] Concluding Further, By All Things Considered or
To Be Considered:
[III] As per those Truths Exhibited in The Nation That
Never Was Expose in accompaniment herewith, alleged
President George Washington was never President of the
alleged United States central government, nor of the proposed
United States-nation itself (see the Exhibited Edition of The
Nation That Never Was as it refers to where the “Seat of the
Government,” according to Clause 17 of Section 8, Article I –
“To the … [up to] ten Miles square … Seat of the Government
of the United States” and according to the Truth Uncovered
from Clause 3 of Section 1, Article II – “the ... Votes for “the
President were to be] transmit[ed] sealed to the Seat of the
Government of the United States,” NOT EVER to “26 Wall
Street, New York, New York,” the same NEVER being “the
Seat of the Government of the United States as was designated
and provided for at and under Clause 17, of Section 8, of
Article I of the proposed Constitution for the United States – of
America, such Corruption being done by the Continental
Congress, the same having corrupted, alleged Congress of
March 4, 1789;
[IV] March 4, 1789 NOW TO BE JUDGED a Day of
Ignoble Dishonor, to be regarded and adjudged so as being
when The Great Hoax of The De facto Nation, among the De
jure Nations of the World, first came to exist and perpetrate its
Continued Impostership upon an Unsuspecting and Hapless
World At Large;
[V] April 30, 1789 NOW TO BE JUDGED a Day of
Betrayal of an Honorable Man and the Deceit and Betrayal of
a Desiring to Be Nation, the Day when the Honorable George
Washington, Without Unlawful “Seat of the Government”
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Opened Votes There-for, Became NOT the First President of
the Proposed United States, the Nation That Never Was (see
the Exhibited Expose – The Nation That Never Was), Done
Unto All by the New York Political Corruption of that Day,
Yielding No Additional Presidents of the proposed United
States thereafter, except as De facto Presidents thereof, From
That Time Forward Unto This Time, Extended to the Present,
Honorable Barack Obama, As With George Washington NOT
Being a De jure President of the Proposed United States and
NOT Being the Clause 1, Section 2, Article II “Commander in
Chief” at Any Time, Having No Lawful Authority to
Command and Direct Troops, At Any Time, to Anywhere, to
Do Anything;
[VI] Not Dishonoring Those, From George Washington
to Barak Obama, Who BELIEVED Their Presidential Office
To Be True and Not Unlawful For That Cause Alone;
[VII] But No Longer Sustaining Them in That Capacity
FOR EVERY LAWFUL, AND NOW LEGAL, REASON; the
Charade Is Up, and The “10 Miles Square” converted, 1846, to
the 6 ½ Miles Square Truth Serving as an Attestment to the
Betrayal of George Washington as Alleged President,
Extending Said Attestment as an ATTESTMENT Unto All
Others, Forever Hereafter.
[VIII] THEREFORE, to the same extent as George
Washington Was Never a Lawful President of a Lawfully
Existing [here as proposed] United States, NEITHER WERE
OR ARE, AT ANY TIME, alleged Presidents John Adams
through alleged President Barack Obama, and beyond – if the
same should be made any continued event – the lawful
-(and therefore legal)- President(s) of either the proposed
United States-nation or of the alleged United States central
government itself.
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XVI. THE ARMY RESERVE, EXISTING AS CLAUSE 12
ABUSE.
1. The creation of the “Army Reserve” is a direct affront and
violation of The Clause 12 TEST, involving Section 8 of Article I, for
it arises as indisputable that the very proposal of the word
“Reserve” exposes the Intent, by the Defendant alleged United
States central government’s alleged Congress, to disrespect the
purpose of a maximum 2 year obligation – without an actual
declared War to base any such “Reserve” upon, including any claim
to extend any existence of the Army itself beyond that maximum of
2 years that “the Army” was to be allowed to exist.
2. Not Only does the creation of an “Army Reserve” violate
The Clause 12 TEST and The Clause 11 TEST, but it violates The
Clause 18 TEST itself as well, for if we were to petition for an
answer requiring to be shown just where the term “Army reserve”
is found before or after Clause 18, we would find it impossible to
locate such a concept in the proposed Constitution at all.
3. IT IS TO BE UNDERSTOOD AND REALIZED THAT
there is a Distinct Difference between an Army, made to be a
“standing Army,” and an Army that has been called into “actual
Service” (compare to Article II, Section 2, Clause 1) to Directly
Protect – at Actual Needed Times Only - the People of the Several
States –(for –[irrevocable fact]- the “Clause 12” Army was NOT –
By or Under the proposed United States Constitution – established
to Protect any other nation of the world than the one that the
proposed Constitution was written and ordained for)– where such
People, in their Several States, do in fact reside and have domicile,
but which Protection of such residences and domiciles were meant
to be rendered by those same at-home, non-unnecessary tax
absorbing forces that protected the 1776 same known as “the
Militia” (Article II, Section 2, Clause 1; Article I, Section 8, Clauses
15 & 16; the Second Amendment and the Fifth Amendment),
partially comprised of Militias from the Several States themselves.
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4. ACCORDINGLY, there, even under the Pretext or Color
of “Standing Army” and not 2-Year “Armies,” deliberately
manipulated to exceed the “two Years” limitation to be imposed
upon any “Clause 12” Periodic Army (represented in Clause 12 as
“Armies”) for which the Several States (NOT the United States
central government itself) MIGHT have Need Of, or NOT.
5. Concluding Lawfully That … KNOWING that the concept
of the Periodic Army, to exist ONLY when Actually Called For – by
way of a Clause 11 Declaration of War, and by No Other Procedure
than This, … this means that Every Army (each Army existing
beyond the Clause 12 two (2) year limitation has existed, in effect, as
though “Armies”) that has been maintained where No Actual
Declaration of War has existed, WHERE either a State or a
“federal” Militia was sufficiently developed to Serve the People of
the Several States, and Each of Them, has Existed as Contempt of
Constitution of the Highest Degree, such Degree being such because
its having placed the Blood of the People, Maintained in such
Standing Army rather than an Periodic Army, at Risk;
6. And where such Illegally Aspired To “Standing Army,”
NEVER having been Clause 12 meant to be such, has been used to
Stand In Other Nations, ANY OF THEM, such Contempt of
Constitution as a Crime against the Sovereign Republic of People of
the proposed United States, Exists Also as a Crime at Another Level
or Degree going to Contempt of Constitution against the
Constitution of the Earth (see Clause 10, Section 8, Article I – “Law
of Nations”), and Demands that Every Form of Army or Military
Force that has been Made to Stand or Invade Any Other Nation as
though there existed Any Right for a Standing Imperialistic Nation
– BE EXTRACTED FROM AMONG THOSE NATIONS
WHEREVER THEY BE FOUND, AND RETURNED TO THE
LANDS OF THE SEVERAL STATES THAT FIRST WROUGHT
THEM AND BOUGHT THEM, TO LEAVE THE NATIONS IN
PEACE, THAT THE ROOSEVELT-BULLY ARMIES
(INCLUSIVE OF THE ILLEGALLY POST 1787 ADDED
MARINE CORP AND “AIR FORCE”) MIGHT BE
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APOLOGIZED FOR, AND DEFERRED TO THE CLAUSE 15
MILITIA IN ITS PLACE, NEVER TO BE ESTABLISHED AGAIN
UNTIL AND UNLESS CALLED INTO ACTUAL SERVICE, IF
EVER.
7. CONTEMPT OF CONSTITUTION OF THE
CONSTITUTION FOR THE EARTH HAS BEEN COMMITTED
BY THE ALLEGED UNITED STATES CENTRAL
GOVERNMENT, AND NOTHING – IN THE WAY OF
GRANDIOSA PROMOTIONS, COSTLY ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGNS, EMBELLISHING THE PUBLIC, OR THE
PEOPLE, WITH THE CLAIM FOR SENTIMENTAL
TRADITIONS, TRADITIONS BORN ON AND OF GROSS
CORRUPTIONS OF GOVERNMENT IN THE FIRST PLACE, TO
SHOWS OF VAULTING POWER AND SUPERFLUOUS
BRAVADO – CAN UNDO THE DAMAGES DONE TO THE
MANY NATIONS OF THE EARTH - BY A DE FACTO NATION
AMONG NATIONS (See The Nation That Never Was – Exhibited
Expose) - WHO TRUSTED IT, BUT WERE INDISPUTABLY
HARMED BY IT (BY POLITICALLY KEEPING THE WAR
EFFORTS EVER ALIVE) NEVERTHELESS.
XVII. PLACE OF OPERATIONS OR FUNCTIONS OF “THE
COMMANDER IN CHIEF” “WHEN' ACTUALLY “CALLED”
INTO “ACTUAL SERVICE;”
1. The Several States of the proposed United States-nation; inclusive of any “New State which has been newly
‘admitted’ as a State - First having Standing as a State
only and not as a territory, principality, or that which is
not actually a State at the time of its admittance; - and
inclusive of the Territory of Washington, in which
the/such District of Columbia is located;
2. Any place upon, under, or directly above the waters,
where the Clause 13, Article I, Section 8 Navy - Only, is
lawfully, non-imperialistically authorized to be;
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3. Nowhere Else.
XVIII. EXECUTIVE ORDERS, THE UNLAWFUL TO ILLEGAL
USE OF. EXECUTIVE ORDERS NOT POWER TO
CIRCUMVENT “CALLED TO ACTUAL SERVICE”
CONSTRAINT AS A MEANS OF ACTING IN CAPACITY OF
COMMANDER IN CHIEF, NOT CALLED, BUT PRESUMED
UPON.
1. The knowledge of the meaning of the term “executive” as being
the official whose sole power is to “execute” the will of the legislative
body of government is widely known, and is not subject to private
interpretation; the language in which the term is couched belongs to the
People, not to government for its own self-corrupting end, for their own
supreme control over government, all three branches thereof.
2. There is no such thing as an executive power that is simply
unique to itself; to execute a thing, the thing to be executed must be
derived from a source outside of or independent of the actual
executioner, or enforcer, thereof, for an executioner, or executive, has no
innate power to create substance of his own for the purpose of executing
the same; the executive is critically limited to the powers granted him
and his very position orders him to obey the law itself that he is duty
bound to uphold, except that he finds the law to be sustained to be in
fundamental error, thus his true power, in the event that a law must be
denied execution by him, goes to the negative, otherwise is positive
power that goes only to the execution of that which is brought before
him from the external, as the term “executive” recognizes, bearing no
other meaning in either text or context than this.
3. To claim a power to execute any thing that the executive has
made up, or caused that others under his power and authority have made
up for him, by which he issues alleged executive orders from, no matter
if such orders are alleged to be for “federal” officials or employees only
or if they be for State officials, employees, or citizens, exists as a
fundamental breach against either or any of them, and to the same extent
that such a condition would exist if the legislative body were to engage
in such like conduct where a failure or violation of the “in pursuance
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thereof” principle of Article VI, Clause 2 was evident, the executive, by
such an act of spontaneous executive order’s creating and being issued
to anyone for any reason, State or “federal,” has committed Contempt of
Constitution, being a direct violation of his required Oath of Office at
Article II, Section 1, Clause 8 of the proposed Constitution for the
United States (see The Article VI, Clause 2 – Contempt of Constitution
TEST).
4. Further, the same as with the acts or laws enacted by the
congress, whether alleged or de jure, when any “executive order,” or
even a propagated or published “claim for an executive order” has been
caused to penetrate into the inside of the borders of a State, a State by
the proposed Constitution’s Article IV, Section 4 being Mandated to be
a Republican Form of Government and NOT a “federal” government in
its place, as stated in The Republican Form of Government TEST (see
the Exhibited TEST by that name), – “THAT form of government IS
what the people of [that] State” are made to be subject to and under,
thereby Violating the very Guarantee, or Warranty, that the same Article
IV, Section 4 demands that the Guarantor, or Warrantor, for a
Republican Form of Government carry out or enforce in every
conceivable detail, nothing wavering.
5. Thus, the “executive” - or alleged president of the proposed
United States - having no authority under Article IV, Section 4’s
“federal” prohibiting Guarantee to issue or enter a single “executive
order” to the inside borders of any State of the Several States, neither
can the aforementioned president equivocate or cross such alleged, and
illegal, executive order power as a means of simulating a self-appointed
calling to make himself the Commander in Chief, so that the claim to be
any Commander in Chief as with any “police action,” “military action,”
etc., as though being a “spontaneous executive order” power FAILS
ENTIRELY for the Same Causes, leaving the “executive” exactly where
the executive actually is, POWERLESS as any “Commander in Chief”
unless or until Actually Called into Actual Service under The Clause 11
TEST, or Clause 11 of Section 8, Article I, of the proposed Constitution
as a matter of Supreme Law over him, the executive, lest it be
considerable by the Several States, or either of them, to be Contempt of
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Constitution, coming directly under their Article VI, Clause 2 “in
pursuance thereof” Power, immediately over the alleged United States
central government and not under it, as the proposed Constitution’s
Framers meant them to be.
6. The Constraint against the “executive” or alleged president based solely upon his being elected and sustained as president - from
acting either as Commander in Chief or, as Executive – in issuing a
single “executive order” or else military command - to be alleged as
penetrating, and effective and enforceable against (or as though on
behalf of) the citizens and their governments of any of the Several States
- is extended through the Certain Constraints against the alleged
Congress at Article VI, Clause 2’s “in pursuance thereof,” to the
executive, or alleged president, also, and makes that same accountable
under The Article VI, Clause 2 – Contempt of Constitution TEST – to
the Several States’ Governments firstly, and the Peoples thereof lastly,
and ultimately, over all.
XIX. Commander In Chief FRAUD / Highest Contempt of
Constitution.
1. Whenever a President thinks and acts to take upon himself the
role of Commander in Chief without being Clause 11, Section 8, Article
I or Article IV, Section 4 called into actual Service to do so, no matter
the reasoning, urgency, excuse, claim, legal theory, or “clearance” from
any court, whether State or “federal” or de facto or de jure, he commits
Commander in Chief FRAUD, which Fraud comes directly under the
Crime of Contempt of Constitution (see The Article VI, Clause 2 –
Contempt of Constitution TEST), and recognizing that such committed
Fraud holds in the balance so many lives, whose blood may be or will be
UnLawfully Shed due to it, and so much property and properties upon
which so many civil lives, families, and people in vital civil commerce
critically rely for their own lives’ vital sustenance, such Contempt of
Constitution can only be regarded as Tyrannical Malicious Contempt of
Constitution, but which can only be charged as such upon the due notice
as to the particulars of such Sovereign Republic Crime after which if such
President, at that time, still refuses or fails to withdraw and relinquish
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such mis-guided, mis-gained power and authority back to the Powers of
and within the Several States from whence it first, ultimately, arose, the
same is prosecutable for Contempt of Constitution war crimes accordingly.
2. Whenever any power of war is linked to any form of Fraud as
an integral part thereof, such power of war, being a Fraudulent power of
war and not a true one, unalterably goes to and is Contempt of
Constitution to the Highest Degree, and is prosecutable by the Several
States under The Article VI, Clause 2 - Contempt of Constitution TEST
in the same sense that any War Criminal is prosecutable.
XX. THIS TEST’S LEGAL REVELATION, WHICH LEGAL
REVELATION DOES NOT EXTEND TO ALTER THE
GREATER LEGAL REVELATION FOUND IN THE EXHIBITED
EXPOSE “THE NATION THAT NEVER WAS,” IN ITS DENYING
THE LAWFUL AND LEGAL EXISTENCE OF ANY PRESIDENT
AS BEING ANYTHING MORE THAN AN ALLEGED
PRESIDENT WHATSOEVER. THEREFORE:
1. The [alleged] President is NOT the Commander In Chief at the
moment of his being sworn in to that office, merely as an act of being
sworn to the President’s office itself. It REQUIRES Much More Than
That for a President to BE “Commander In Chief.” It REQUIRES An
Act of the [alleged] Congress, or else an Article IV, Section 4 Act From
and By One or More of the Several States.
1i.
1i The [alleged] President MUST Be CALLED, or Have Been
Called, Into Actual Service, BY the Congress if for actions involving
either the Navy or the Temporary (2 year) Army of the proposed United
States, or in the case of a CALL BY and From one or more of the
Several States for the employment of the [federal] Militia, else if NOT
Called into such Actual Service in one or all of the three aforementioned
military powers, then the President does NOT exist as any Commander
In Chief, ever, at all.
III.
III The De Jure Commander In Chief, if or when any, has NO
Lawful or Constitution[al] Authority or Right to Command a United
States “Air Force,” even under the claim that it is or once was a Division
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of the – Temporary or 2-Year Army, there being No provision for any
separate or separated “Air Force” at Clause 12, Section 8, Article I, or
Clause 1, Section 2, Article II, neither there being any Authority, or
there being No Authority, for a Greater Than 2 Year Army from which
any alleged Air Force, even if for 2 years only (the Several States having
the Continued Power and Right to have State Militia Airforce Forces or
Operations within each of “them”), there being NO Constitution[al]
Right for a standing or permanent Army, even by covert or sham acts or
operations of a proposed Congress, to begin with, or in any instance at
all.
1V.
1V 1 The Commander In Chief has NO Lawful or Constitution[al]
Authority or Right to Command a United Sates “Marine Corp,” whether
or not under a claim as being a division of the Navy, considering the
FACT that the historical establishment of the particular “the Marines”
was officially and formally Disbanded, or Dissolved (meaning to be
brought to an End, Defunct, No More Existing) more than 4 (four) Years
before the proposed Constitution was began to be planned, May 14,
1787, or Ratified into its Final, Agreed To Form, September 17, 1787;
1V.
1V 1I Which FACT the Constitution’s Framers certainly knew
about, yet Not One Stroke of the Pen was Moved toward the Direction
of Including “the Marines” in Clause 1 of Section 2, Article II, for the
“Commander In Chief” to Command, NOR In ANY Area of the
Clauses of Clause 11, 12, 13, 15, or 16, or even in the Second
Amendment or the Fifth Amendment itself where it might have been
“Included” were there ever Any Original Intent that a “Marine Corp” be
allegedly “reinstated” at any time, by any form of implication or
reference, to be taken by any Inference that such an organization was
simply “missed” as to its claimed Constitution[al] Inclusion, At Any
Time, After The Fact;
1V.
1V III Which made the Claim – that “in 1798 the US Marine
Corp was officially launched,” or that On July 11, 1798 the US Marine
Corp was ‘reinstated’” – A Violation – or Contempt of
Constitution – of the [Sovereign][Constitution] Contract To
Deliberately –– … Without The Consent of Those Included Parties
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Thereto – OR Three Fourths of the Several States Themselves – or that
is, By An Amendment To The same proposed Constitution ONLY ... ––
INCLUDE that Which Had Been, –– AT The Time of the Signing
of such Said Contract, and thereafter by States Ratification of the same
Constitution in its Published and Known Existence, –– EXCLUDED;
Such [Sovereign] Contract to be regarded also as Supreme Sovereign
Contract LAW Thereafter; a Violation of Law Which Cannot, Any
Longer, BE Regarded To BE Ignored by Any of “them,” States
Governments, and People.
V. 1 The Commander In Chief has NO Lawful or
Constitution[al] Authority to Command the [federal] Militia, as to
ANY part thereof which is made up from any part of a State’s Militia,
under whatever name or pretext that such “the [federal] Militia” or State
Militia may appear, to leave one State, or the home State wherein the
same State Militia was trained to suppress insurrections and repel
invasions therein, and enter into any other State of the Several States,
without such State’s (federal) Militia Troops being first inducted into the
Clause 12, Section 8, Article I – 2 Years at a time – Army, . . .
V. II . . . “the Army” only, (having a limit of time to do so), having
the military right to cross its troops over State lines, in order to engage in
authorized combat actions, where War has been formally and officially
Declared – STILL ONLY For Defense Purposes, of the Several States,
never in the “defense” of any “foreign State-nation or nation,”
EXCEPT such foreign nation FIRST have JOINED the Union of the
United States – (necessitating the use of the True Flag of the proposed
United States – see The Clause 18 TEST) as One of the Several States,
Under the Agreement, Not “Power, contained at Clause 1 of Section 3,
Article IV, Extending Thereby ALL Rights for Protection and
Involvement with the proposed United States-nation, but without which,
Treaties claiming to the contrary notwithstanding, There Is None;
V. III Establishing that there is No Lawful or Constitutional
Existence of ANY military involvement, whatsoever, in ANY Foreign
Nation-State, At This Time, where NONE of the Same have Freely - and
NOT as an Illegally Contrived or Established “Territory” Mechanism or
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Political Contrivance - Joined, or Agreed to Come Into the proposed
United States – if also Allowed or “Admitted” To, or Agreed To, Do So,
AS a Republican Form of Government at the Time such Foreign NationState should Elect, of its Own Accord, To Be –– No More Foreign, and
Strangers –– A State of the De jure United States, [evermore].
V I.
I The Claim for a Commander In Chief has NO Lawful or
Constitution[al] Right to be recognized (NO Standing) as to the [alleged]
President’s Existence, merely by the act of his having been sworn in as
“President,” by any department of the proposed United States, or of any
State, inclusive of having his picture displayed under that title, nor may
any order, as though an Executive Order, extend to any military degree,
inside the Borders of Any State, from any alleged Commander In Chief,
never Called By Any of “them” to do so.
V II.
II The Lawless Acts by alleged President Theodore Roosevelt,
to engage the alleged Congress by way of Threatened Extortion, said
[alleged] “Roosevelt,” the Illegal act by alleged President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, as a de facto Commander in Chief, in seizing, in 1941, upon
the same George Washington donated land as was returned to the State
of Virginia in 1846 due to the Betrayal of alleged President George
Washington during his time, such act of seizing being in Violation of
Clause 17 of Section 8 of Article I, in order to establish, for an
Undeclared War, the Pentagon wherein War and War strategies could be
practiced and carried out before the official Clause 11 fact; the same
Lawless Acts as those of [alleged] “Truman,” the same as [alleged]
“Kennedy,” the same as [alleged] “Nixon,” the same as [alleged]
“Carter,” the same as [alleged] “Reagan,” the same as [alleged] “George
Bush,” the same as [alleged] “George W. Bush,” the same as [alleged]
“Obama,” having, and having had, NO Constitutional Authority as
though “Commander In Chief” to order, or to continue to order, the
least rank of naval [or standing army] military authority of all, the E1,
and above to the highest enlisted and officer level, to do anything, has
left this proposed nation an Increased Legacy of Evil, and Corruption,
which said [Bully] Roosevelt Act of Extortion, if correctly known of and
understood in time, would have lead to his, Roosevelt’s, unquestionable
impeachment and removal from office for such Criminal Act by Misuse
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of said President’s Office, Justifies the Removal of the title of President
from before his name altogether, following the heinous, contortionous,
or twisted, act of creating a De facto Recognition of a President as an
Instant Commander In Chief – Where There Was None, from which
UnConstitutional, or Lawless Act, MILLIONS have Suffered and Died
From Thereafter.
V 111.
111 All Non-Clause 17, Section 8, Article I “Places” to be
Withdrawn From, by all forms of “U.S.” military powers to be found
therein, extended to those many nations by the alleged President, as the
alleged Commander in Chief, of the proposed United States, Without
Unreasonable, Unjust Delay:
I.

II.

Any and every nation or acclaimed territory anywhere
in the world, irrespective of the language(s) spoken,
race, religion, creed, nationality, or economic status of
the people and businesses thereof, that is NOT one of
the Several States of the proposed United States;
In times of Peace, which shall include all Non-Clause
11, Section 8, Article I “wars,” “military actions,”
“police actions,” etc., to Withdraw From all areas of the
adjacent coastal seas, rivers, or other waters belonging
originally, as a matter of real estate within, each and
every one of the Several States, that are Not provided
for by Clause 10, of Section 8, of Article 1 – “Piracies

and Felonies committed on the high Seas;”
III.

In times of War, Treaties-Inferior-to-the-proposedConstitution Treaties notwithstanding, to Withdraw
From All Fighting, Skirmishes, and Support of any
Non-State of the proposed United States nation that has
not officially been presented the opportunity to be
Article IV, Section 3, Clause 1 admitted to the same,
and has come into or joined the Union of the Several
States of the proposed United States of America – of
the World, by which all Constitution[al] Military and
Militia Powers of Article I, Section 8, Clauses 10, 12,
13, 15 and 16, and of Article II, Section 2, Clause 1,
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and of Article IV, Section 4, and of the Second
Amendment and Fifth Amendment also, may be
extended thereto, being, accordingly, One with the
people and their governments - of the proposed United
States, or Either of Them;
XXI. This TEST’S Illation and Judgment is To: (1) Require
that All alleged military troops (being made up ultimately from home
States Militia Troops) be withdrawn, without delay, from whatever
nation they presently exist in, no matter the condition in which such
nation finds itself to be; (2) Except such foreign nation consent to Join,
under the proposed Constitution’s Article IV, Section 3, Clause 1, the
proposed United States-nation as one of the Several States (NOT
“Territories”) thereof; (3) by which latter option the Temporary Army
might be called upon to engage in Training the People thereof in the
Clause 16, Section 8, Article I Duties and Abilities of How To Organize
and Run a State’s Militia, to be empowered thereafter, for any “federal”
Militia purpose, under the certain Constraints of Article I, Section 8,
Clause 15, as seen through the lens of The Clause 15 TEST.
The Final Application of this, The Commander In Chief TEST,
Being To:
CEASE To Ignore The LAW; DISOBEY The Fraud, . . . AND The
TREASON. Commence With Calling and Requiring That All the
Unlawfully Established “Troops” and Naval Personnel, Located at NonSeveral States Places and Ports Throughout the World, Return and Be
Returned Home, and to their Homes, NEVER to Transfer or Extend to
Those Places and Ports Again, EXCEPT those Places First Become, By
Their FREE Choice Only, “One of the Republican Government Formed
States of the Union of Several States of the *“De jure United States”
hereafter. *When such status shall be the result of a lawful conversion
from its current De facto State of Existence to such a De jure State of
Existence hereafter, if any or ever.
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DULY SUBMITTED AND INCORPORATED;

Cease To Ignore The LAW; DISOBEY The
Fraud(s), . . . AND The TREASON.
TREASON

This TEST and Exhibit Is SEALED,
SEALED And
INCORPORATED, Against That Which Is Found
To Be Untrue In The Constitution For The United
States, And For That Which Is True In The Said
Same Constitution, Into This Case, Now
ARISING, Before The Lawful Courts of the
Several States of the Union of “them,”
AND
In The Courts And The Offices of Governments
Of The True De jure Nations Throughout The
World, And Not Lawfully Concurrently
Elsewhere.
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